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Bubble Gum- It's no surprise when rainbow colors fall on my thighs. Ice Cream- a sugar cone, makes me

shiver when I'm all alone...What happens when you mix Betty Boop and Marilyn Monroe with Les Pauls

and Marshalls...You get Erocktica...Porn Again. 14 MP3 Songs ROCK: Glam, ROCK: Hard Rock Details:

DO YOU LIKE EROTICA? DO YOU LIKE ROCK AND ROLL? THEN YOU'LL LOVE EROCKTICA! Like

KISS in the 70's, Erocktica is a THEATRICAL, OVER THE TOP, VISUAL LIVE act with ANTHEMIC POP

METAL, yet, differing from Kiss, Erocktica is the merging of SEX and ROCK 'n ROLL in one band!

Building of a Supergroup. . . Formerly known as PORN ROCK in the United States and EROCKTICA in

Europe, the band changed their name officially to EROCKTICA as of January 2004 due to the

overwhelming response the band received as EROCKTICA both in Europe and worldwide. EROCKTICA

made their first trip over to Europe in summer 2002 where on their first tour they performed for over 3,000

people at the Oerkracht Festival in the Netherlands. Pink Snow and the band took full control over the

crowd and had 3,000 fans chanting like thunder. Originating from New York City, the band performed

their first FULL live show in 2000 at the legendary East Village club CBGB's, whose historical stage has

been graced by the Ramones, the Plasmatics, Iggy Pop, Joan Jett and Blondie. From then on they built a

loyal following in the United States from Boston to Miami and New York to LA, shocking crowds with their

wild antics and pleasing with their entertaining brand of rock and roll. EROCKTICA has headlined events

in the United States such as Mondo Porno Ball, Rock Candy Fest and the legendary Coney Island

Sideshow. The band has also opened for such known hard rock acts as LA Guns, Faster Pussycat,

Poison's CC Deville and Satanicide. Notorious celebrities, performers, intellectuals, and politicians are all

among the throngs of devoted fans, participants and artists who follow the group. Soon EROCKTICA had

made friends and fans all over the continent with their musical erotic spectacle before becoming an

international act. In fall 2003 the band went back to Europe and due to the success of that tour,

EROCKTICA teamed up with PJB ENTERPRISES based in Vasa, Finland. In December 2003

EROCKTICA returned to Finland and recorded their first full length album, Porn Again,that contains such

erotically charged originals as "Naked", "Ice Cream" and "Size Queen." Now, in truly a global world,
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EROCKTICA hails from New York City with strong American pride shown in their anthem "Porn in

America", while working diligently with their European partners at PJB to build a mass sensation in

Europe. Now, with a reality show in the works and more tour dates filling their plate, EROCKTICA has

charged into 2005 with full force and are destined to become a supergroup worldwide. EROCKTICA is A

Theatrical Erotic Rock Extravaganza! Pink Snow's vision of a rock-musical erotic showcase has been

turning heads and inflaming passions with such show features as sexual Twister, a whipped cream fight

between the girl the Tunnel of Lust, a sensual strip tease, possibly a spinning of the "the wheel of

passion", or most exciting is the Pink Prize awarded... These are just SOME of the things you may see,

while hearing a soundtrack of original rock anthems such as "Porn Star," or "Size Queen" played by the

band. The exciting feature of the show is the audience interaction that takes place and the sexual

exploitations that may occur. Left in a mystery to be unveiled, it is never certain just how far the "show"

will go. The venue can be quickly transformed into a cross between a rock and roll concert, a burlesque

theater, and a champagne room in a gentlemen's club. The excitement slowly builds throughout the

duration of the show, and no one quite knows what will happen next. Pink Snow and the EROCKTICA

dancers tempt onlookers with their daring advances and with their erotic relations that are stimulating for

all that watch. Born of millennial chaos in our times of sexual awareness, EROCKTICA was formed to

prove once and for all: SEX SELLS. Erotica: (adj.) Art or demonstrations intended to arouse sexual

desires. Rock: (n.) Popular music played on electronically amplified instruments and characterized by a

heavy beat and much repetition of simple phrases. EROCKTICA: (n.) All the above and more.
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